JAS 390 Once Upon a Time in Japan: Traveling Seminar in Japanese History

Instructor: Sean O'Reilly (Associate Professor, Japan Studies Program, AIU)
An Intensive Program (6 AIU credits), May 29th to June 20th, 2023
Email: seanoreilly@aiu.ac.jp
Office location: B building 3rd floor, office #2

Once Upon a Time in Japan
Description: From the heavily romanticized samurai in days of yore to what befell the country
during World War II, the history of Japan is an endlessly fascinating collection of challenges
and contradictions—and above all, misconceptions. In our traveling seminar, we mean to
understand the former even as we correct the latter. This is no easy task; getting a deep grasp
on Japanese history can be especially difficult when we remain remote from the setting and the
circumstances that gave rise to the challenges Japanese decision-makers have faced through
the centuries. And that’s why we’re going to travel throughout Japan, literally from one end to
the other, from the northeastern tip of Honshu to the southern tip of Kyushu, because it is only
by doing so that we can hope truly to deepen our understanding.
This intensive seminar is primarily focused on what is often pejoratively called “pre-modern”
history, and indeed the subjects covered stretch back to hallowed antiquity. As we can see in
the expression "that's ancient history," most people seem to believe that pre-modern history is
not particularly relevant to contemporary life. If you, too, think so—think again! Our traveling
seminar will introduce some of the most important events and historical forces shaping the
evolution of Japanese society from its ancient beginnings to Japan's emergence in 1868 as a
modernizing nation on the world stage, before extending into the Meiji period and the seeds of
Japan’s defeat in World War II. Together, we will tackle big questions, including the following:
what do we mean when we say "Japan," and what is "history" anyway?
It goes without saying that the focus of the seminar is not on memorizing information about
the past, but on thinking deeply about difficult concepts like history, culture, and Japaneseness,
and also discussing what makes the past meaningful to us today. As such, “class” time (whether
it be in an actual classroom during the first week, or either en route or on site during the
subsequent two weeks) will feature frequent discussions, and I will provide you with primary
documents and other types of sources that can shed light on "ancient history." We will also be
examining and discussing Japan's rich body of visual materials, and the magnificent
architecture that survives from the pre-modern period, and what insights these sources can offer
on what life might have been like in various times and places prior to 1868.
This seminar is ideal for anyone (wherever you are from) who thinks history is "boring" or
"just names and dates." I promise you will feel differently by seminar’s end. If you are ready
to travel in great safety and comfort, and ready to engage deeply with Japan’s history and
culture, then this seminar is perfect for you. No prior knowledge either of Japanese history or
language is required—all that is required is an open mind!
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Objectives: this unique seminar will...
1) Take you all over Japan, to the very places key decisions and events occurred, the better to
understand these turning points in history more deeply;
2) Familiarize you with some of the major theories and debates about especially pre-1868
Japanese history, showing just how fascinating—and relevant—"ancient" history can be;
3) Develop your critical thinking and discussion skills by providing a safe, collegial
environment in which to express your own views on the issues of premodern history;
4) Introduce you to a wide range of primary sources (including non-textual sources, like such
material culture as important buildings, historical artifacts, etc.) from premodern Japan; and
5) Give you the chance to think and work creatively on topics in Japanese history.
AILA Elements:
This course provides a unique challenge to its students: it is entirely ‘hands-on’ and as such
fully embodies the concept of project-based learning. Rather than simply reading about or
otherwise passively learning about the key sites which feature heavily in Japanese history, you
will stand in the very same places as the major decision-makers of the last 1000 years, and will
be challenged to imagine yourself “in their shoes” and see if you can avoid the pitfalls that
ensnared them. Whatever the outcomes of these decision-making exercises, you are certain to
increase your empathy for the people stuck with such difficult choices!
AILA Activities and Projects:
In a very real sense, every site we visit is an AILA activity, in that it applies the principles of
international liberal arts (primarily through in situ decision-making exercises). For example,
we reenact the negotiations in Portsmouth, to end the Russo-Japanese war, while gathered
around the very table used for that occasion! The course also features a project designed to
get each student to become an ‘expert’ on a particular site of their choice, becoming a teacher
for the day and engaging the other students in a decidedly non-classroom environment.
Expected Academic Background: as noted above, there is only one prerequisite for this
seminar: the earnest desire to learn about and experience history in a new, exciting way!
Textbook: All readings will be distributed electronically, or very occasionally in hard copy.
We will read about 20-30 pages per day during this course, much of it from Karl Friday, ed.,
Japan Emerging: Premodern History to 1850 (New York: Routledge, 2012).
Assessment:
 The single most important component of this seminar is active participation, earnest
engagement with the topics of the day; please don’t be a ‘wall flower’ in this seminar.
 In lieu of a final exam or formal essay, you will write “reflections” of about 200 words
each day on your experiences and insights gained during the seminar, and will compile
these reflections (by adding a conclusion summarizing what you’ve learned, and
ruminating on the many still-unanswered questions the seminar has raised) into a
post-mortem report of at least 4000 words, to be submitted electronically at the end of
the seminar.
 You will also make one roughly 20~30 minute presentation during our odyssey together.
Before we set out on the travel portion of the seminar, you will have the chance to
choose from the approximately thirteen topics we will cover during our trip; you will
be given some time while on AIU’s campus to do research on your chosen topic, and
will continue your research independently during the trip in your quest to become the
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group’s ‘expert’ on that topic. Since these presentations won’t be in a classroom, with
the benefit of A/V equipment, you’ll have to be creative regarding how to make your
topic interactive, and interesting to the rest of the group!

Grading:
Presentation, given “on site” during the traveling seminar: 20%
Seminar-ending report (composed primarily of daily journal/diary entries): 30%
Participation: 50%

Class Policies:
 Acts of Academic Dishonesty: In accord with AIU policies and good practices in higher
education, acts of academic dishonesty such as plagiarism, cheating, forgery (on a paper,
examination, test, or other assignment) will result in the failure of the course at a
minimum. An act of academic dishonesty during the final examination or assignment
in lieu of the final examination will result in failure of all courses registered in the
relevant academic term. Cases of academic dishonesty will be reported to the Dean of
Academic Affairs for relevant action.
 You will be held to a high academic standard during our seminar, and I will challenge
you to produce your very best academic and creative work. However, the seminar will
also be a friendly, collegial environment where we all should feel safe to express our
views freely, and where differences of opinion are always respectful and never personal.
If you ever start to feel overwhelmed by the intense academic pace, or uncomfortable
with some aspect of the group dynamic, or encounter any other problem with which I
can help, please do not hesitate to speak to me privately, and together we will find a
solution. Our seminar can be both intellectually stimulating and fun, and it will be—I
guarantee it.
 This is a discussion seminar, not a class where I will be constantly lecturing and you
will be sitting quietly and anonymously taking notes. Needless to say, it could well be
catastrophic if any one of you became separated from the group while we are traveling
around Japan, so attendance at all of our scheduled activities and visits to historical sites
is mandatory. But worry not—you’ll periodically have free time to explore the areas
we visit on your own.
 It will be difficult to participate in our on-site discussions if you do not thoroughly study
the carefully chosen readings and other materials I will provide. The reading load for
this seminar is fairly light; I don't want to overwhelm you with too much reading, as
that might risk making it more difficult to appreciate the experience of visiting these
important historical sites. But in return, please be sure to engage deeply with the
assigned readings.
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Akita Field Trip Itinerary
Yayoikko Village and Karamatsu Shrine

Wednesday, May 31

9:20 am
9:30 am
9:40-10:30 AM
11:10-11:55 AM
12:30-1:30 PM
1:50 PM

Meet in front of “ONE” near Cafeteria
Depart from AIU
Explore Yayoikko Village
Visit Karamatsu Shrine
Lunch at a restaurant in Yuwa City (~1100 yen)
Arrive back at AIU

Yayoikko village

Karamatsu Shrine

Akita Castle and Senshu Park

Thursday, June 1

9:20 am
9:30 am
10:00-11:10 AM
11:20-11:55 AM
12:30-1:30 PM
2:00 PM

Meet in front of “ONE” near Cafeteria
Depart from AIU
Examine Akita Castle Ruins (and the Akita City History Museum of
Akita Fort Ruins)
Visit Kubota Castle in Senshu Park
Lunch at a scenic restaurant in Yuwa City (800~1200yen)
Arrive back at AIU

Akita Castle

Kubota Castle
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Sato no Ie

Friday, June 2

10:10 AM
10:20 AM
10:30-11:50 AM

Meet in front of “ONE” near Cafeteria
Depart from AIU
Try making (and eating!) the Akita specialty: ‘kiritampo’

12:00 PM

Arrive back at AIU

Making kiritampo at Sato no Ie

Akita Art Village and Kakunodate
Sunday, June 4 thru Monday, June 5
12:20 PM (Sun.)
12:30 PM
1:30 PM 5:00 PM

Meet in front of “ONE” near Cafeteria
Depart from AIU

10 AM (Mon.) –
12 PM

Explore Kakunodate
(Samurai Houses, etc.)

12:00 - 1:00 PM

Lunch at a restaurant
in Kakunodate (~1000 yen)

1:50 pm

Arrive back at AIU

Attend various cultural activities, workshops at Akita Art
Village; stay overnight at Yupopo hot spring hotel

Akita Geijutsu Mura
* Schedule is subject to change

Kakunodate
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Once Upon a Time in Japan 2023 Program Itinerary: Akita
* Schedule is subject to change

MON
May 29

TUE
May 30

Meet Ground
Handling Staff by
Academic
11:00 AM at
Orientation
Haneda Airport.
9:30-11:40
*Exchange Rail
AM
Pass vouchers for
[I201・202]
the actual passes
with June 6th as
start date!
Fly from Haneda Nihongo Class
to Akita
2:00-3:00 PM
(Flight # NH405)
[I201・202]
Arrives 3:20 PM
Check in to AIU
Computer
3:30-4:00 PM
Orientation
[Komachi Hall]
3:30-4:00 PM
______________ [IT Lab L201];
Welcome
____________
Ceremony &
_
Student Life
LDIC
Orientation
Orientation
4:30-5:30 PM
4:10-4:20 PM
[LDIC, Lib 2F]
[I201・202]
Welcome
Pre-arrival
Readings: JE Ch Party!
5:00-7:00 PM
2-3, 6, 8-9

WED
May 31
Field trip to
Yayoikko
Village &
Karamatsu
Shrine
9:30 AM-1:50 PM

THU
June 1
Field trip to
Akita Castle
&
Senshu Park
9:20 AM-2:00
PM

1,000 JPY

1,000 JPY

Nihongo Class
2:15-3:15 PM
[I201・202]

Individual
Meetings /
Nihongo Class
2:00-3:30 PM
[I201・202]

Mod. Japanese
History Class
3:30-4:45 PM

[classroom
TBA]

____________
Late afternoon:
Free time to
work on your
Presentations

FRI
June 2

SAT
June 3

Making
Kiritanpo
(regional
specialty)
at “Sato no Ie”
11:00 AM12:00 PM
Japanese
History on Film
Class
12:30-3:15 PM
[Room TBA]
____________
Late afternoon:
Free time to
work on your
Presentations

(just for fun)
“CinemAkita”
Film Screening
(title TBA)
6:30-9:30 PM,
Kobelco Hall

Free
Time to
explore
Akita!

SUN
June 4

MON
June 5

Field trip
to
Akita Art
Village
(overnight
stay at
Yupopo
onsen
hotel)
12:30 PM -

Field trip to
Kakunodate
10 AM- 1:50 PM

1,000 JPY

Mod. Japanese
History Class
3:30-4:45 PM

[D 205]

TUE
June 6
Check out of AIU
housing
By 8:30 AM
[Komachi Hall]

Travel to
Akita train station
8:50 AM
Leave for Aomori
ca. 10:00 AM
25,000 JPY

Check in to Hotel
in Aomori
PM  head to
Sannai Maruyama, our
first site!

[Cafe. Piano area]

1,000 JPY

= Bring cash for lunch (approx. 1,000 JPY).

25,000 JPY

= Bring cash to pre-pay transit expenses & entry fees (~ 25,000 JPY).
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Once Upon a Time in Japan 2023 Program Itinerary: Travel Portion
* Schedule is subject to change

Date
June 6 (Tues.)
June 7 (Wed.)
June 8 (Thurs.)
June 9 (Fri.)
June 10 (Sat.)
June 11 (Sun.)
June 12 (Mon.)
June 13 (Tues.)
June 14 (Wed.)
June 15 (Thurs.)
June 16 (Fri.)
June 17 (Sat.)
June 18 (Sun.)
June 19 (Mon.)
June 20 (Tues.)

The day’s theme
Japan’s Prehistory (Jomon/Yayoi)
Kofun period
Nara-era history, culture, and
architecture
Early Heian history, Buddhism,
Material Culture
Late Heian history, Genpei War
and the rise of warriors
(free day)
Muromachi history, culture, ‘Five
Mountains’ and Zen
Unification era history, the Three
Unifiers, Japan’s foreign relations
Japan’s Christian Century and its
legacy: the politics of religion
Sakoku, Edo culture and rangaku,
Remembering World War II
Bakumatsu Japan: warrior
students and hard decisions
Edo-period castles & afterlives;
Meiji architect., history, R-J war
History as palimpsest: traces of
Edo (and Asuka!) period history
The politics of forgetting: winning
the battle of history and memory
Parting is such sweet sorrow

Study/Discussion Targets
PM  Aomori: Sannai Maruyama
Tokyo Nat’l Museum: Haniwa statues
Nara: monumental architecture (Tōdaiji,
Kasuga shrine, Kōfukuji, Heijō Palace)
Kyoto AM: Gosho; PM: temples & shrines
united (KiyomizuderaYasaka), Kōdaiji

Travel (Lodging) Plan
Readings
Train, Aomori (Aomori x1)
JE 1
Train, AomoriTokyoKyoto (x6) JE 10
Train, KyotoNaraKyoto
JE 11
(Kyoto)
Bus, inside Kyoto only
JE 12-13
(Kyoto)
Uji: Culture and memory (Genji museum, etc.) Train, KyotoUjiKyoto
JE 14
Kyoto: conspicuous consumption (Daigoji) (Kyoto)
(free day in Kyoto)
(Kyoto)
JE 17-18
Kyoto: ‘just’ temples or power displays?
Bus, KyotoArashiyamaKyoto JE 20-21
(Kinkakuji, etc.) PM  Arashiyama
(Kyoto)
AM: Nijo “castle”;  Head to Osaka
Train, KyotoOsaka
JE 4, 22, 24
PM: Osaka castle, Peace Osaka, etc.
(Osaka x1)
(Seaton article)
AM  Head to Nagasaki
Train, OsakaNagasaki
JE 28-29, 35
PM: 26 Martyrs Museum and Monument
(Nagasaki x2)
AM: Dutch learning and Dejima
Travel inside Nagasaki
JE 5, 30-31
PM: Atomic bomb museum, Peace Park
(Nagasaki)
Gordon 4
AM  Head to Kagoshima
Train, NagasakiKagoshima
Gordon 12
PM: Bakumatsu Bloodbath
(Kagoshima x1)
(Yoshida exc.)
AM  Head to Nagoya/Inuyama
Train, KagoshimaNagoya
Gordon 5, 8
PM: Inuyama Castle; Meiji-Mura
(Nagoya/Inuyama x1)
(Partner MN)
AM:  head to Tokyo; visit Sensōji
Train to, travel within Tokyo JE 33-34
PM: Fukagawa Edo museum, Sengakuji
(Tokyo x2)
AM Kamakura, the forgotten era
Train, TokyoKamakuraTokyo JE 37-38
PM  return to Tokyo; Kozukappara
(Tokyo) (Farewell dinner party)
Formal program ends
Tokyo

